Kuki Defeated in Tennis Tournament By Wigglesworth

In straight sets of 6-0, 6-4, 6-4, Wigglesworth defeated Kuki in the semifinals of the Fall tennis tournament, and advances to the finals in which he will meet Doleman. In this last match, Wigglesworth showed excellent form and excellent tactics throughout but for a moment was taken by surprise in the second set. Kuki with a tremendous volley and a drop appreciably missed the net with a 6-4 score.

ENGINEER SOCCER Team Plays Brown

Several Compete for Positions in the Left Wing of the Forward Line

Hoping to avenge the defeat given Brown last week, the Engineer soccer team anticipates Brown University as the Provost's cup tomorrow afternoon. The Cardinal last year's defense will not be so strong as in previous years, but Brown's forward has indicated what men are in play at the forward. Easthamnantas, Vitali, and Younger are particularly sure to go into the game, but there are several men who may play in the left wing. Last week's game was marked by poor choosing and the forwards have been spending most of the week trying to make their shots more accurate.

Kim at Center Half

Kim was moved to the forward line this week, and it was found that he did just as well there as at center half and it is probable that he will be back in his old position for tomorrow's game.

Backs were the cause of most of the goals in the Springfield game, and the backfield men have been working out all during the week. With the Engineer defense in good form, 70 yards is pretty hard for the opposing team to get a goal through as his man has been made evident by Brown's play this week.

GET THAT HABIT EAT AT THE ESPLANADE 16% Discount on First Order Massachusetts Ave. at Beacon
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